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Silverleaf
 

 Located on the 3rd floor of Devonshire House and adjacent to Pan Pacific

London, Silverleaf is one of the first independent cocktail bars to be part of a

luxury hotel offering.

 Dedicated to giving our guests a full sensory experience,

 the Tom Dixon-designed bar is inspired by naturalism and its elements.

 

Private Tastings in Alba
 

  Alba is our exclusive tasting bar within Silverleaf,  accommodating up to 11

guests and designed for intimate drinks experiences.   

 

 Whether you are new to spirits or an erudite scholar, we bring excitement,

passion and fervour to flavours by creating atmospheres of sensor fusion

through bespoke spirit tastings.   

 

 From celebratory occasions to corporate events, we bring artistry to accentuate

every tasting. Guests can expect whiskies which are elegant with personality.

 

 Let us take you on a journey from how whisky is made to the science of ageing

and cask selection, forging a drinking experience and memories to last a

lifetime. 

 



Tasting Events & Pricing
 

All tastings include 5 whiskies

 

EXPLORATION - £50 per person.

(average retail price up to £80 per bottle)

 minimum of 4 people

 

  

EPICURE– £80 per person.

(average retail price up to  £120)

  

ANTIQUE– £150 per person.

(average retail price u to £320)

  

LUXURY DRAMS– £200 per person.

(average retail price up to £580)

 

 

 Tasting times vary to accommodate individual appointments and last up to 90

minutes per tasting event.  Private tasting experiences are available for 2-11

guests, hosted by one of our resident whisky experts.  Each tasting comprises of

5 different whiskies, served in 25 ml measures, and crafted to your plate and

tastes. 

 Please email dining.pplon@panpacifi.com for more information. 

 A 12.5% discretionary service will be added to the bill. 

 Please note that whiskies selected for each tasting event are subject to change,  

 depending on availability.  
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